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Abstract
A prototype of a data acquisition (DAQ) sub-system has been developed at the Material and Life Science Facility (MLF),
the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC). This prototype was built using software components called
DAQ-Components in DAQ-Middleware. The DAQ sub-system attained scalability and flexibility, resulting from the nature of
the DAQ-Components, their location transparency. The DAQ sub-system can be easily extended to keep in step with the
increase in the beam intensity of J-PARC. Results of beam tests using the DAQ-Components in September 2007 certified the
required fundamental DAQ functions of DAQ-Middleware.
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1. Introduction
Until 2006, the High Energy Accelerator
Research Organization (KEK) Neutron Science

Laboratory (KENS) had performed neutron
scattering experiments using pulsed neutron beams.
This involved the creation of histograms in frontend electronics for data reduction [1].
At the Material and Life Science Facility (MLF)
in the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex
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(J-PARC) under normal conditions, however, all
data will be read from detectors without data
reduction. Adoption of this method results in
advanced and flexible data analysis, but the amount
of data is too large to handle easily. The read-out
hardware scheme being used at KENS will become
a bottle-neck because of the serial read-out using
VMEbus.
To solve this problem, we adopted Ethernet
(100BASE-TX) based SiTCP [2, 3] in the read-out
modules, called NEUNET [4], because of the
parallel read-out capability of Ethernet. The new
read-out scheme required a network-based data
acquisition (DAQ) software framework.
Therefore MLF decided to adopt DAQMiddleware for their DAQ sub-system with
NEUNET modules.
2. DAQ-Middleware
We previously described the development of
DAQ-Middleware [5, 6] extended from RTMiddleware [7].

interface between the read-out hardware and the
DAQ-Middleware. That is, it reads data from readout hardware, converts it to a DAQ-Middleware
format and sends it to the Dispatcher. The Dispatcher
in turn receives data from the Gatherer and sends it to
the Logger and the Monitor. The Logger receives
data from the Dispatcher and stores it to a hard-disk,
whereas the Monitor, which also receives data from
the Dispatcher, analyzes the data, creates histograms
and displays them. The DAQ-Operator controls other
DAQ-Components. It parses a configuration file that
describes configuration parameters of each DAQComponent. In addition, the DAQ-Operator sends
parameters to each DAQ-Component at the
“configuration state” [5, 6]. It also includes an
interface to communicate with a WEB server.
Users are no longer required to perform DAQ
programming, such as network and IPC (Inter
Process
Communication)
programming
by
introducing DAQ-Middleware. Rather, users can
concentrate on specific programming, such as online
data analysis programming.
We describe here the features of DAQComponents, the System Configuration, and the
System interface.
2. 1 Features of DAQ-Components
The DAQ-Components have data transfer, run
control and system configuration functions. Users can
create a new DAQ-Component to implement the
core-logics of a DAQ-Component skeleton (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Fundamental DAQ-Components of DAQ-Middleware.
This figure shows the fundamental DAQ-Components and one
of their configurations. Solid lines show data paths and dotted
lines show command paths.

DAQ-Middleware is a framework for network based
DAQ software and it is build from DAQ-Components
[5, 6]. Fig. 1 shows the fundamental DAQComponents of DAQ-Middleware and one of their
configurations. They have minimum and essential
DAQ functions and consist of a Gatherer, a
Dispatcher, a Logger, a Monitor and a DAQ-Operator.
The solid lines show data paths and the dotted lines
show command/status paths. The Gatherer is an

Fig. 2. DAQ-Component and its core-logic.

The features of DAQ-Components include flexibility,
scalability and reusability:
z DAQ-Components are independent of each
other. Users can choose DAQ-Components,
mixing and matching them to create their own
DAQ systems.
z The data transfer between DAQ-Components is
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location-transparent. This feature enhances
scalability of performance. If the beam intensity
increases and computers running many DAQComponents have a heavy workload, we can
move some of them to another computer for
load sharing.
DAQ-Components are reusable. Users do not
need to develop their requisite DAQComponents if they already exist.

2. 3 System Configuration
We have utilized XML documents to describe the
DAQ system configuration. These documents are
stored in a file, called the configuration file. XML
has the following advantages: (a) It is independent of
the computer environment (b), it is expandable, and
(c) it has many software tools and utilities. All
information on the DAQ-Components is described in
the file, including data path information and the
parameters of each DAQ-Component.

3

Components, the Gatherer and the Monitor.
3. 1 Gatherer Component
A push model communication scheme was
implemented for the Gatherer. In the push model,
read-out modules initiate data transfer to the Gatherer.
The data transfer protocol of NEUNET modules,
however, adopts the pull model. In the pull model,
the Gatherer needs to request data from NEUNET
modules. We therefore modified the core-logic of the
Gatherer. We have also implemented other
alterations:
z The Gatherer buffers data and creates packets
whose sizes are specified by the configuration
file. The Gatherer sends the packets to the next
DAQ-Component.
z The Gatherer adds a header and footer to the
data received from a NEUNET module.
The header and footer data added by the Gatherer
guarantee the validity of the data contained in the
packet. In addition, the fixed size of packet data
makes it easy to debug transferred data.

2. 4 System interface protocol
We chose XML/HTTP as the interface protocol
between DAQ-Middleware and other systems.
XML/HTTP has the following advantages:
z It is a simple and well known protocol.
z It is associated with various types of client
software, such as Web browsers.
z It enables display of visual images.
z It has affinity with WEB technologies.
MLF also chose the same protocol as DAQMiddleware to communicate between the user
interface and software components such as
"Experimental control", including the DAQ subsystem [9]. Therefore, DAQ-Middleware does not
require any alterations of interface protocol to build
it into a DAQ sub-system of MLF.
3. Implementation of DAQ-Components for a
DAQ Sub-system at MLF
We modified the existing DAQ-Components for
day one experiments at MLF.
This included
modifications of the core-logic of two DAQ-

3. 2 Monitor Component
The Monitor uses ROOT [9], which was developed
at CERN. MLF will use the Manyo Library [10], a
data analysis software framework for neutron
experiments. We developed the core-logic of the
Monitor using the Manyo Library and a gnuplot.
4. Beam tests
In September 2007, we performed beam tests to
evaluate DAQ-Middleware. We used a thermal
neutron beam at the MUSASI beam port of the JRR-3
research reactor, located at the Japan Atomic Energy
Agency (JAEA). Fig. 3 shows the schematics of the
DAQ system for the beam tests. We used forty PSD
detectors and five NEUNET modules. To validate
data obtained by DAQ-Middleware, we utilized data
obtained using the DAQ system, which is previously
used at KENS [1].
The aims of the beam test were to determine if:
z The Gatherer and the Logger could read data
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from five NEUNET modules concurrently and
store their data to files.
The Monitor could analyze the data on-line and
display the results.

the DAQ-Components in September 2007 certified
the required fundamental DAQ functions of DAQMiddleware.
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Fig. 3. Schematics of the DAQ setup for the beam-test.

The beam-test showed that both requirements were
met. Fig. 4 shows one of the data sets obtained by
the beam tests with DAQ-Middleware. The left figure
is a picture of PSD detectors with the characters
“KEK!” using cadmium plates. The right figure
shows 2-D imaging data obtained by the DAQMiddleware.

Fig.4. 2-D imaging data obtained by forty PSD detectors. The left
figure is a picture of PSD detectors with the characters “KEK!”
using cadmium plates. The right figure shows 2-D imaging data
obtained by a neutron beam scattered by a polyethylene block.

5. Summary
We describe here the development of the DAQ subsystem of MLF at J-PARC using fundamental DAQComponents in DAQ-Middleware. We modified two
of the fundamental DAQ-Components, the Gatherer
and the Monitor, enabling them to be applied to the
DAQ sub-system at MLF. Results of beam tests using
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